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Play
Children don’t just “play”

when they play –
they are learning about themselves, 

about other people, 
and about how the world works.



Children are Resourceful
Children will turn 
• cardboard boxes into space ships,   
• rocks into animals, 
• and cardboard tubes into telephones! 
Children do not need the most 

expensive toys and equipment for 
optimal learning.



Safety Tips
• More than 120,000 children are taken to the ER 

every year with toy-related injuries.
• Think big when selecting toys- big toys without 

small parts can be enjoyed by children of all ages.
• Explain to and show your child the proper use of 

safety equipment, such as bike helmets. Studies 
show that helmets can reduce severe injuries 
from a fall.



More Safety Tips
• Check all toys often for breakage and potential 

hazards. Damaged toys can be dangerous and 
should be thrown away.

• Store toys safely. Teach your child to put toys 
away so they are not a tripping or falling hazard. 
Do not store toys in a toy chest with a free-
falling lid. The lid could fall on your child’s head, 
arms, or fingers.



• Make sure a toy isn’t too loud – the noise of some 
toys can be as loud as a car horn, especially when 
held up next to a child’s ear.

• Look for toys that are sturdy enough to withstand 
pulling and twisting. Make sure eyes, noses, 
buttons, and other parts that could break off are 
securely attached. 

• Avoid toys with long cords or strings, which can 
present a strangulation hazard.

Still More Safety Tips



• Avoid thin plastic toys that could easily break into 
small and jagged pieces.

• Avoid marbles, coins, and games with balls that 
are 1.75 inches in diameter or less – they present 
a choking hazard. Toys should be bigger than a 
half dollar.

• Remember, just because a toy is on the market 
doesn’t mean it’s safe.

• The most important thing a parent can do is 
supervise play.

Final Safety Tips



Choosing toys
• Consider your child’s age and 

temperament, habits, interests, and 
behaviors when choosing toys for them.

• Look for toys that are at or slightly above 
your child’s skills level. It’s important to 
have toys they can play with successfully, 
as well as ones that provide challenges. 



Consider when choosing a toy
Play Value: does the toy…
• Promote good, healthy fun?
• Teach a new concept or skill?
• Encourage creativity?
• Link home and school?
• Create enough interest for the child so 

the toy is played with multiple times?



Values: does the toy promote…
• Social responsibility?
• Community awareness?
• Environmental awareness?

Consider when choosing a toy



Quality: is the toy…
• Durable?
• Safe?
• Guaranteed?
• Of high auditory quality (if it makes sounds)?

Consider when choosing a toy



Appropriateness: does the toy fit the child’s…
• Age?
• Gender?
• Abilities?
• Interests?

Consider when choosing a toy



Selecting a toy for a 
child with a disability

• Method of activation - Will it lead to frustration?
• Places used - Could the toy be used in a variety of 

positions, such as side-lying or on a wheelchair tray?
• Opportunities for success
• Current popularity - Will it help the child feel like any 

other child?
• Self-expression • Adjustability
• Child’s individual abilities • Safety and durability
• Potential for interaction • Multi-sensory appeal



Types of toys for 
preschoolers

Types of toys for Types of toys for 
preschoolerspreschoolers

Blocks,      toy cars and trucks,      toy people,      Blocks,      toy cars and trucks,      toy people,      
furniture and animals,      dressfurniture and animals,      dress--up clothes,      up clothes,      

modeling dough and cookie cutters,     puppets, modeling dough and cookie cutters,     puppets, 
toy cooking utensils,      construction toys,      toy cooking utensils,      construction toys,      

safe tools,      picture books and story books, safe tools,      picture books and story books, 
dolls, strollers and doll clothes,      simple puzzles,      dolls, strollers and doll clothes,      simple puzzles,      

and art materialsand art materials



Toys to avoidToys to avoidToys to avoid

Electrical toys,      lead soldiers,          Electrical toys,      lead soldiers,          
flammable costumes,      lawn darts,              flammable costumes,      lawn darts,              

toys with sharp edges or small moveable parts,      toys with sharp edges or small moveable parts,      
riding toys used on hills or inclined driveways,      riding toys used on hills or inclined driveways,      

shooting toys with darts and pointed tips,      shooting toys with darts and pointed tips,      
fireworks of any kind     fireworks of any kind     



Videos
• Preview movies before allowing your child to 

watch them. Most libraries have movies you can 
borrow, or set up a movie exchange with friends.

• Watch videos with your child. Assess their 
reactions. Create a dialogue about the characters 
and scenes.

• Some movies are based on books. Reading the 
book with your child before watching the movie 
can be helpful. Generally, the book will give better 
insights than the movie.



TV
• TV hours are hours not spent exploring, reading, 

or creating.
• Most organizations suggest a cap of 10-15 hours 

of TV watching a week. You may wish to…
– Gradually cut back, or
– Immediately cut down to 10-15 hours a week, or
– Go “cold turkey” – turn off the TV for a week, then allow 

limited TV after that.

• Fill the time previously filled by TV with activities 
and play. This means more play time together or 
with other friends, more art projects, and more 
reading together.



Preschoolers …
• Learn by doing – developing new skills, such as 

drawing, paintings, and building.
• Spend a good deal of time pretending with dress-

up clothes, props, and puppets.
• Are energetic and active and need large balls to 

throw and roll, wagons to pull, and tricycles to 
ride.

• Love toys that look more realistic and have more 
detail.



Keep in mind…
• Parents need to be involved in how their children 

are playing.
• The best kinds of toys are ones that let children 

play with them in lots of different ways. That 
way, they can play about whatever is important to 
them at the moment.

• There is no proof that any toy is necessary for 
optimal learning.

• Your child’s self-esteem and mastery are 
improved when you participate in their play.
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